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Financial products01
LEARNING OBJECTIVES

Investment communication skills
Advising and warning investors; 
Confirming a telephone call by email; 
Discussing and recommending an 
investment

Reading
A banking services web page; An 
email chain following up a request for 
information

Listening
A radio phone-in show; A telephone call 
discussing retirement planning

Language
Common financial terms; Phrases for 
giving advice and warnings; Phrases to ask 
for and check information politely

Warm up
Read the quote. How much risk 
does Paul Samuelson think 
investors should take? Discuss 
with a partner.

Investing should be more like 
watching paint dry or watching 
grass grow. If you want 
excitement, take $800 and go to 
Las Vegas.
Paul Samuelson, investor

Choosing your investment
1 Work with a partner. You have both just won €200,000. Discuss how you would 
invest this money in the current economic climate and why. 

2 Match the words in the box to the definitions (a–j).

commodities       currencies       diversifying       equities       fixed income       
investment fund       investment portfolio       market trend       stock exchange       yield

a an organization that manages the sale of equities 
b a collection of different investments 
c the money used in different countries 
d certificates of ownership in a company giving the holder the right to claim a 

percentage of company profits 
e raw materials such as metal, oil or agricultural goods 
f the general direction of price changes in a security 
g a stable return to investors, often through products such as bonds 

 
h investing in more than one type of security to reduce risk 
i the amount of the return on a fixed-income product 
j a financial product that collects money from lots of individuals and invests it 

3 New Capital Bank offers various investment products to its clients. Complete the 
web page with the correct form of words from 2.

Investment Services

Equity Funds
Invest in a range of (a)  from the major (b)   and have an 
expert fund manager manage your investment (c) . These investments are generally 
higher risk but enjoy higher returns.
(d)   Funds
Generate a regular income from investing in bonds and other debt securities with the reassurance that 
an experienced fund manager is protecting your capital in these relatively low-risk investments.

Diversified Funds 

Spread your risk by (e)  your portfolio across fixed-income securities, equities, 
(f)  such as the USD or Euro and (g)  like oil and iron ore. Benefit from high-
yielding investments without risking your capital. 

Brokerage Services

If you prefer to make your own decisions, you can take advantage of our brokerage services.
Choose our advisory services to receive advice on what to invest in and the developing 
(h)  trend for a fixed fee.
For those of you who just want to access the capital markets and don’t require advice, you can choose 
our execution-only service, allowing you to execute trades on a wide range of markets.

NEW 
CAPITAL BANK

6 01 FINANCIAL PRODUCTS
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INVESTMENTINVESTMENT

Over to you
Work in groups of three. Roleplay the scenario at the back of the book.

Student A:  Turn to page 46. 

Student B:  Turn to page 48.

Student C:  Turn to page 50.

4 Read the web page again and decide which product is the best for each person. 
Think about the level of risk and timescale of each investment.

a a 54-year-old preparing for retirement
b a 23-year-old planning for retirement
c someone who wants a regular income from investing
d someone who wishes to trade securities as a new career

5  01 Listen to a radio show called The Money Hour. A financial advisor, David 
Williams, will give advice to three of the people in 4. Which person does he not give 
advice to? How similar was David’s advice to yours?

6  01 Listen again and answer the questions.
a Why can Jenny take a lot of risks if she wants to?
b What advice does David give Jenny and why?
c What does David mean when he tells Brian he’s ‘leaving it late’?
d What advice does he give Brian?
e What advice does David give Sandra?

7 Put the words in italics in the correct order. 
a for / I’d / go something with a modest risk-reward ratio, such as fixed income. 
 
b suggest / is / I / what focusing on stocks. 
 
c of / careful / be very high advertised returns as these would mean taking on too 

much risk. 
 
d overexpose / shouldn’t / you your portfolio because you don’t have time to earn back 

any losses. 
 
e recommend / I’d / fund / a with a yield of 5–10%.
 
f is / I’d / do / what contact a broker and have a more detailed talk about your needs. 
 
g You can invest yourself …, must / I / say / but the fees will be high. 
 
h be / you’ll / probably / off / with / better an investment fund. 
 

8 Match the sentences (a–h) in 7 to the reasons you use them (1–2).
1 to give advice     
2 to give a warning   

9 Match the advised products (a–d) to the potential problems with those products 
(1–4). Then write full sentences using the phrases in 7.

a execution-only service  
b fixed-income fund  
c an equity fund    
d a diversified fund

1 the type of investments in the fund
2 too much risk in the share market
3 high fees
4 returns are low on debt products

701 FINANCIAL PRODUCTS
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Retirement planning
1 Discuss the questions with a partner.

a When should people start planning for retirement?
b How should you plan for retirement?
c What products would you recommend to someone investing for retirement?

2 Walter Lyon is planning for his retirement. Read the email chain between Walter 
and a financial advisor at New Capital Bank and complete it with the phrases in the box.

available any day       Could we arrange       Could you please       I would like to 
Thank you for your interest       would be convenient        

Dear Sir/Madam, 

I saw on your website that you provide diversified funds. I would be interested in 
learning more about these funds.  
(a)  send me more information?

Kind regards,

Walter Lyon

1

2

Dear Mr Lyon,
(b)  in our products. To ensure that we provide you with 
the right investment, (c)  find out more about your 
reasons for investing. (d)  a call to discuss your needs?

Please let me know a time and day that (e)  for me to 
call you.

Best regards,

Rachel Jackson,

Investment Advisor

3

Dear Rachel,

Thank you for your reply. I’m (f )  this week 
between 12 and 2pm. Let me know which day works best for you. 

Thanks,

Walter

3 Write Rachel’s final reply confirming a telephone call for Friday.

4 Work in small groups. Read the information about Walter and the products from 
New Capital Bank. Discuss what advice you would give him.

Walter recently paid off the mortgage on his house and has between €500–1,000 extra 
income a month. He plans to retire in the next 10–15 years and wants to build up an 
amount of money to use in his retirement.
New Capital Bank offers a range of investment products including:

•  Advised and execution-only brokerage services
•  Equity, fixed-income and diversified funds
•  Pensions
•  Personal investment services for high net worth individuals

5  02 Listen to the phone call between Rachel and Walter and decide if the 
statements are true (T) or false (F). Correct the false statements.

a Walter wants to generate a monthly income. T / F
b He already has a pension. T / F
c He doesn’t want to manage his investment himself. T / F 
d He wants to invest a lump sum of money. T / F
e He wants to take a lot of risk. T / F

8 01 FINANCIAL PRODUCTS
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INVESTMENT

Over to you
1 Discuss your retirement plans with a partner. Take turns to find out your partner’s investment objectives and 
 to give advice / recommend a product.

2 Roleplay the scenarios at the back of the book.

Student A:   Turn to page 46. 

Student B:   Turn to page 49.

6  02 Listen again and complete the questions.
a Right, so first,    your reasons for looking to 

invest?
b Okay, so you’re mainly thinking about retirement planning,  

 ?
c And    in capital growth for retirement 

rather than income?
d Now, you said you already had a pension, ?
e    about how you’d like to manage your 

money? 
f Okay,     I ask when you expect 

to retire?
g Okay, and    like to invest? 
h Okay, and finally,     your 

attitude to risk? 

7 Match the questions (a–h) in 6 to the reasons Rachel uses them (1–2).
1 to ask for information politely     
2 to check information   

8  03 Listen to the next part of the conversation and answer the questions.
a What products does Rachel offer Walter?
b What are the main differences between these products?
c What do they agree to do?

9 Underline the correct options in the sentences.
a Okay, so I think we have two products that would suit / meet you. 
b … the Euro Tracker might give you the safety / security you’re looking for … 
c … or our Growth Plus Fund, which has a better yield / payment.
d It’s quite stable and has a good rate of yield / return.
e Well, that’s a bag / basket of investments across various asset classes …
f It’s slightly higher risk, but does have a better performance status / record, yielding 

4–5% a year.

  03 Listen again and check your answers.

 Complete the conversation with words and phrases from 6 and 9. Then practise the 
conversation with a partner.

Advisor Do you (a)   I ask what your attitude to risk is?
Customer Well, I want something with a good (b)  of , but I’m  
 mainly concerned about financial (c) .
Advisor So you’re more concerned about security than (d) , is 
 (e)  ?
Customer Yes, that’s right.
Advisor So, I think our mutual fund would (f)  your needs. It’s a 
 (g)  of investments.
Customer Okay, (h)   ask what the performance 
 (i)  of that is? 

10

11

901 FINANCIAL PRODUCTS
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LEARNING OBJECTIVES

Investment communication skills
Discussing market developments and the 
effect on a portfolio; Asking for and giving 
suggestions on how to respond to market 
shocks

Reading
A blog post about the efficient market 
hypothesis; Financial news stories; A blog 
post about market downturns

Listening
A conference call about managing an 
investment fund; A meeting discussing 
how to react to market developments

Language
Market analysis expressions; Types of 
financial shock; Suggest and recommend; 
Expressions to describe investor behaviour

4 Discuss whether you agree with the ideas in the text in 3 with a partner.

5 Complete the phrases with verbs used with the nouns in the text in 3.
a  the market
b  the fundamentals
c  the future

d  a market or index
e  market sentiment
f  returns  

6 Complete the questions with the phrases in 5. Then discuss with a partner. 
a How strong is  sentiment in your country at the moment?
b Do you think anyone can actually  the market in the long run?
c Do you prefer to  the fundamentals or price charts to predict the 

 price of a security?
d Which products do you think  the best returns?
e Do you  any markets or indices? Why / Why not?

Market sentiment
1 Match a–e to definitions 1–5.

a price action 
b fundamental analysis 
c technical analysis 
d quantitative analysis 
e market sentiment

1 using mathematical models to predict the price change 
of a security

2 the change in the value of a security
3 the opinion of market players on the value of a security
4 using economic, company and industry data to predict 

the price change of a security
5 using historical chart patterns to predict the price 

change of a security

2 Tell a partner which method/information (a–e) in 1 you think is best to use when 
choosing investments and why.

3 Read the text and answer the questions.
a What is the efficient market hypothesis?
b What does this mean for market participants?
c What is the problem with fundamental, technical and quantitative analysis?
d What solution does the writer offer? 

Your fund manager may confidently claim that they regularly outperform 
the market, but don’t expect this to continue. The hard fact is that 
nobody outperforms the market consistently over time. 
The efficient market hypothesis tells us that all available information is 
included in the current price so all market participants know the same 
information at the same time.
However hard you study the fundamentals, everybody knows the news 
at the same time as you, so why bother? And what about technical 
data? Remember, those chart patterns tell us about past price action; 
they don't predict the future and most of the time your analysis of those 
patterns will be wrong. 

Can you really outperform the market?

But there’s always quantitative models – mathematical software 
packages that can accurately predict price and select the best 
stock to buy. In the short term, these models can yield spectacular 
results, but every software package I’ve ever seen only works for a 
while and then, when market conditions change, it stops working. 
If you’re in it for the long term, there’s no magic bullet.
So what can you do? Passive investment tracks a market or index, 
such as the S&P 500. It follows market sentiment as it rises and 
falls, and provides the same, if not better, returns as actively-
managed funds without all the analysis and stress. 

10

Market analysis02 Warm up
Read the quote. Does Sir John 
Templeton believe investments 
are always unique or follow 
cycles? Discuss with a partner.

The four most dangerous words 
in investing are: this time it’s 
different.
Sir John Templeton, investment 
analyst

02 MARKET ANALYSIS
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INVESTMENT

The morning call
1  04 New Capital Bank’s Equity Income Fund invests in shares in the property, 
energy and banking sectors. Listen to the fund managers discussing market 
developments and make notes under each heading for the three sectors.

Current situation Action

Property

Energy

Banking

2  04 Listen again and complete the sentences.
a We     a slowdown in the 

building boom there.
b We     move some of our 

holdings to European investments. 
c The property market there is    growth.
d … oil prices   steadily.
e But you wouldn’t    this position?
f … the sector   a lot of turmoil at the moment. 
g … I    our exposure at the moment.
h There     a downturn in 

profitability in the short term.

3 Match the sentences (a–h) in 2 to the reasons you use them (1–3).
1 to describe the current market situation   
2 to discuss possible market developments   
3 to discuss necessary action   

4 Match the expressions (a–d) to the expressions (1–4) with a similar meaning.
a open a position
b close a position
c hold a position
d add to a position

1 increase our exposure 
2 keep a position open
3 make new investments
4 move some holdings

5 Work with a partner. Student A read news report 1. Student B read news report 2. 
Then take turns to summarize the news to your partner. After you’ve listened to your 
partner’s summary, discuss how you would advise investors on what they should do. 
Use the phrases in the box to help you.

We’re getting news of …
We should be prepared to …

… is showing signs of …
… is/are rising.

I suggest adding to …
… is undergoing …

There’s going to be …
I (can’t) recommend …

Over to you
1 Work in small groups. Discuss the conditions affecting the investments you manage at the moment and how you 

may change your position in the future.

2 Roleplay the scenario at the back of the book.

Student A:   Turn to page 46. 

Student B:   Turn to page 49.

Student C:   Turn to page 50.

The dollar fell against a basket of 
currencies this morning as several major 
US companies announce disappointing 
profit reports. Analysts expect the news to 
cause panic among investors and the stock 
market to fall when it opens later today. 
Read more

1 2

UK property prices have begun 
to increase after a period of limited 
price movement. Most investors 
believe the trend is likely to continue 
and prices will increase by up to 10% 
over the next year. 
Read more

1102 MARKET ANALYSIS

Grammar tip
Suggest and recommend
*Suggest and recommend are 
common ways to give advice. 
They’re often followed by verb 
+ -ing.
I suggest investing in property.

I recommend reducing our 
exposure. 
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4 Complete the table with the words and phrases in the box. Use the text in 3 to help 
you.

bears       bulls       buy and hold investor       cut your losses       day trader       panic       
plunge       profits evaporate       rebound       swing trader       switch your mindset

Types of investor Types of price movement Types of investor action

5 Do you agree with the advice in the text in 3? Why / Why not? Discuss with a 
partner.

Financial shocks
1 Tell a partner if your investments have been affected by any of these shocks. What 
did you do? Which shock would pose the biggest risk to your portfolio today? 

•  unexpected interest rate changes
•  war, terrorism and natural disasters
•  political changes

•  company profit warnings
•  ratings downgrades
•  bank failures

2 Discuss how investors can protect themselves from financial shocks with a 
partner.

3 Read the text and answer the questions.
a Why are price falls worrying?
b What does the text advise you to do when you first see prices fall?
c Why do prices often return to normal after economic and political shocks?
d Why is your time frame important?

Don’t Panic!
Even if you’ve been investing for many years, it can be tough to switch your mindset 
when a long bull market ends and the bears take control. Seeing your paper profits 
evaporate can be stressful and it takes a strong investor to remain calm, but that’s 
exactly what you have to do: stay calm and analyse the situation.

First, remember prices can go down as well as up and, eventually, all investments 
suffer losses for a period. If the fall is market-wide, don’t worry; prices will almost 
certainly come back. This is particularly true of political or economic shocks. Markets 
like certainty and have already priced in the news they expect. Any unexpected events 
can make them panic, causing prices to plunge. However, in these situations, once 
everyone’s calmed down, prices often rebound just as quickly.

The same goes for a disaster, either a natural disaster affecting particular countries or 
industries in the region, or a company ‘disaster’. In this case, it’s important to think 
about your time frame. If you’re a short-term day trader or swing trader, you’re better 
off cutting your losses as the investment is unlikely to perform well for some time. 
However, if you’re a buy and hold investor, ask yourself if the fundamentals of the 
company or economy have been greatly affected. If the answer is no, you may even 
want to add to your position during short-term price falls. 

12 02 MARKET ANALYSIS
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GloboNews
Shock US interest rate rise. US raises interest rates 0.5% to 
calm inflation pressures. Fed was expected to wait, but took the 
decision at today’s meeting. 

INVESTMENT

Over to you
1 Work with a partner. Discuss how an upwards or downwards movement in interest rates would affect the 

products you manage. 

2 Turn to page 46 and follow the instructions there.

8  05 FTFX is a currency broker offering advisory and execution-only services 
to retail currency traders. Listen to three advisors discussing their response to the 
interest rate rise and choose the best summary of what the advisors think.

a All clients should immediately buy dollars.
b Clients who already hold dollars should keep them, but other investors should 

wait until a trend is seen.
c All their clients should sell dollars and buy other currencies.

9 Underline the correct options in the sentences.
a Should we start advise / advising people to go long?
b I don’t know if we should / would jump into long positions just yet. 
c Would you tell / say this is just a spike in the dollar or the start of a trend?
d What of / about other indicators?
e I think we have to advise in / on long positions.
f I agree –  there can / might be a downturn yet.
g We couldn’t / wouldn’t want to open long positions only to see a sudden 

downwards move. 
h Let’s advise / advising those long on the dollar to hold …

  05 Listen again and check your answers.

 Match the sentences (a–h) in 9 to the reasons you use them (1–5).
1 to ask for advice  
2 to give recommendations  
3 to ask for information  
4 to say something may be a bad idea  
5 to say something is possible  

 Use the prompts to write complete sentences. Then practise the conversation with 
a partner. 

A Should / start / advising / people / sell / Yen?  
B I don’t know / we should / suggest / do / that yet.  
A I think / have to / advise / short positions. 
B Would / say / this is / start / trend? 
A What / other indicators? 
B They / unclear. / might / a long-term trend 
A Okay. Let / advise Yen customers / hold. 

10 

11

12

6 Match the sentences (a–b) to the sentences (1–2) with a similar meaning.
a I’m long on USD.
b I’m short on USD. 

1 I’ve sold USD and expect the value to fall.
2 I’ve bought USD and expect the value to rise.

7 Read the tweet. How will this news affect the positions in 6? Discuss with a 
partner.

1302 MARKET ANALYSIS
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Video

REVIEw UNITS 01–02VIDEO UNITS 01–0214

Before you watch

Discuss the questions with a partner.
a Is a pension the best type of retirement investment? Why / Why not?
b What do you think is the riskiest investment? Why?
c Do you think investors can accurately predict changes to the price of a security? 

While you watch

1 Watch the section on Preparing for retirement and tick the things George and 
Satoru mention.

a Shares are too risky for retirement planning. 
b A pension is a good investment because you can reduce the tax you pay. 
c There are many types of pension available. 
d A stable investment is important for retirement. 
e Currencies are a bad retirement investment. 

2 Watch the section on The riskiest financial products. What do George and Satoru 
think are the riskiest financial products? What reasons do they give?

3 Watch the section on Predicting the price change of a security and complete the 
summaries of what Nick and Satoru say. 
Nick suggests using (a)   which use (b)   
and try to look forward … across the wide range of (c)  … to prevent future 
(d)  to the investor.
Satoru suggests using the data from the (e) , like the (f)  of the 
company or the (g)  (or other basic data) of the country.

4 Watch the section on Financial shocks and answer the questions.
a What was George’s first experience of a financial shock?
b Why was it a ‘real lesson’ for him?
c What happened in the next 12 months?
d How did the 2007/08 financial crisis affect the UK property market?
e Why did people with cash benefit in 2007/08?

Investment speak
1 Match the words in the box to the words in bold with a similar meaning. 

advantages and disadvantages       a long time       financial data       follow the value of       
happened       profits       return       secure       stopped       with too much debt       

a I would recommend a stable investment. 
b It’s difficult to make gains in shares. 
c Structured bonds are linked to an index.  
d We look at the fundamentals of the company. 
e It came about due to overleveraged subprime mortgages. 
f It dried up the market. 
g It took a while for lending to come back. 
h Financial shocks come with pluses and minuses. 

2 Work with a partner. Cover the sentences (a–h) in 1. Take turns to read words 
from the box in 1. Your partner should guess the words with a similar meaning. 

After you watch

Discuss the questions with a partner.
a Do you think shares or structured investments are riskier? Why?
b Are the fundamentals the most important factor when predicting future prices? 
c Have you ever experienced a financial shock? How were you affected?

01 02

IPS Financial 
Solutions Ltd

Nick Polzone

Burlington Wealth 
Management

George Ttouli

Banking Corporation
Satoru
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Review

15REVIEw UNITS 01–02VIDEO UNITS 01–02

Hi John,

I’m getting (a)  of a slowdown in the 
US and I think we should be (b)  to 
reduce our holdings there. The property market 
in particular is showing (c)  of a 
slowdown and several other markets are beginning 
to struggle. Should we (d)  advising 
people to sell their holdings in US property? I think 
we have to (e)  on short positions as 
there might be a (f )  soon. 

01 Financial products
Choosing your investment

1 Complete the sentences with the words and phrases 
in the box.

commodities     currencies     diversify     equities 
funds     income     investment     stock exchange 

trends     yield 

a You can trade US shares on the New York 
. 

b I need to  my  
portfolio – the risk is too high. 

c Fixed-  products like government 
bonds  lower profits than 

. 
d I prefer to trade , like the USD, 

rather than , like copper, as they’re 
less volatile. 

e Investment  have professional 
advisors who can follow market  
for you. 

Retirement planning

2 Underline the correct options in the email.

Dear Ms Kensington,

Thank you for your (a) interest / request in our products.

To (b) envisage / ensure we can match you to the best 
products, I would like to find out your reasons for 
investing.

Could we (c) arrange / complete a call to discuss your 
needs?

Please let me know a time and date that would be 
(d) available / convenient for you.

Best (e) regards / thoughts,

Michael Williams

3 Match the sentence beginnings to the sentence 
endings to make a conversation.

02 Market analysis
Market sentiment

1 Combine the verbs in box A with the nouns in box B 
to make common collocations. 

cut     outperform     predict     provide     
study     track

an index     returns     the fundamentals     
the future     the market     your losses

The morning call

2 Complete the email with the words in the box.

adding     advise     downturn     news     prepared 
signs     start

A

B

Investment skills checklist

    I can advise people on investment options.

    I can warn people about the risks of investment    
products.

    I can make arrangements by email.

    I can discuss market changes.

    I can suggest responses to market developments.

Could I ask 
your advice 

if I ask your 
opinion of 
Internet 
brokers?

Online 
brokers are 

okay, 

like fixed 
income. 

And do you 
mind 

on retirement 
investments?

I’d go for 
a safe 

investment, 

but I must 
say the fees 

are high.
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